Students Elect J. Lanahan
To Crown Blessed Virgin

Elected by popular vote of the student body on April 30, Jo Ann Lanahan, Paris senior, will crown the statue of the Blessed Virgin at the Marian Congress on May 12. Members of the court are Mary Patricia Miller, Dearborn senior; Donna Locke, Petoskey senior; Judith Marquart, Whitehall junior; Sybil Klapperich, Stevensville junior; Jeanne Hackett, Mt. Pleasant sophomore; Susan McEvoy, G. R. freshman; Georgianna May, Mt. Pleasant junior; and Elizabeth Geller, G. R. sophomore; Millie Rasick, Mt. Clemens; Rita Hesse, Muskegon; Wanda Kochaneck, G. R.; Martha Miller Deshbon; Jacqueline Uss, G. R.; Carol Weatherman, G. R.; and freshmen Susan Augenti, Ionia; Judith Martin, G. R.; and Susan Meyers, G. R.

Society Sets May 8
As Date for Recital

Gamma Alpha Phi music society, will present a recital Thursday, May 8, at 8 p.m. in the recital hall. Riley Dennett, Bagley junior, and Jannine Pulte, G. R. freshman, will serve as program chairman and mistress of ceremony, respectively.

Program
Rhapsody in G Minor Op. 79, No. 2
 Brahms
Preludum Op. 9 (Carnaval)
Schumann
Riley Dennett, piano
Prelude and Fugue in C Minor Rk 1
(Well-Tempered) Clavier
Bach
Nocturne
Debussy
Judith Dembinsky clarinet
Bertram Walsh alto saxophone
Robert Giles alto saxophone
Robert Fortner baritone saxophone
Robert Peightel baritone saxophone
Symphonie
Debussy
Phyllis Perry, piano
Farewell To Hills Tchaikowsky
The Cuddlers Faure
The Perimeter, soprano
Mary Ellen Hands, G. R.
I'll Walk With God Brahms
Ensemble
Jeanne Yabase, accompanist
Bert Ramsthauser, soprano
Well I'll Walk With God Brahms
Quartet
Riley Dennett, tenor I
Joseph Westdorp tenor II
Richard Maurer bass I
Joseph Maurer bass II
Phyllis Perry, accompanist
Lovely (Excerpt From “My Fair Lady?”)
Lonesome Road Gardner
Quintet
Carol Weisbrod, piano accompanist
Riley Dennett, tenor soloist
Joseph Westdorp
Richard Maurer
Joseph Maurer
Phyllis Perry, accompanist
Royal Blue
Two Piano Duet
Riley Dennett Joseph Westdorp

President Bukowski Observes 25th Jubilee

Students Support
To Engineer ’58-’59 Senate

Aquinas went to the polls on Tuesday, April 29, to select the slate of officers to lead the 1958-59 Student Senate. Candidates were presented by Marv Weber, G. R. junior, and John Morse, Portland junior; vice president, Jerome Conradi, G. R. sophomore; Agnes Eick, G. R. junior, Richard Weber, Lansing sophomore; secretary, Margaret Fitzgerald, G. R. junior, James Hickey, G. R. freshman, Sybil Klapperich, Stevensville junior, treasurer, James Casper, Lansing junior, Irene Vargas, Saginaw junior.

Kick-off for the elections was a rally in the cafeteria on April 23 with John Schermer, present Senate vice-president as chairman. Students gave nominating speeches for the candidates who in turn presented their platforms. Weber and Casper were introduced by juniors George Coleburn and Norman Farley, respectively. The other nominees were introduced by the following senators: Floyd McCoy, G. R.; Elizabeth Geller, Muskegon; Shilla Smith, Comrod; Roberta Orr, Miss Eick; William Zeller, Miss Fitzgerald; Kathleen Cahan, Hickey, James J. Paton, Miss Klapperich, John Burns, Miss Vargas.

The nominating speeches showed that all of the candidates had been active leaders in their study at Aquinas. Gallarda was chairman of the car arrest at the Gala Weekend and is active in the Marian Congress. Morse, besides working on the Congress, is president of the junior class.

Chairman lists the Marian Congress, Gala Week-end, and class representation on the Student Senate among his activities. Miss Eick is co-chairman of the J-Hop and was a member of the committee chairman for the Women's League style show, Weber is a Varsity club member and sophomore class treasurer.

Miss Fitzgerald is co-chairman of the general Circle committee and a member of the Third Order of St. Dominic. Hickey headed the freshman class booth at the Gala Week-end and is president of the class of '59. Secretary of the junior class, Miss Klapperich is a member of the Marian Congress queen's court and has served on Congresses committees, the general Circle committee, and as treasurer of the freshman class.

Casper has served as treasurer of the Man's Union and the Spanish club and was co-chairman of the Gala Week-end car award. Miss Vargas is serving as treasurer of the junior class and is past president of the Spanish club.

Juniors Ready
Blythefield Hop

Juniors are busy making preparations for the annual J-Hop under the general chairmanship of Jo Ann Lanahan. Parents, juniors, faculty and friends are cordially invited to come and enjoy the gala event.

Musicians for the evening are: The orchestra, Jack Fortner, Bertram Walsh and Phyllis Perry. Singer soloists are: Bert Ramsthauser, soprano; and Sybil Klapperich, Stevensville; Caroline Casaletto, Kathleen Barber, Martha Kaminski, David Golzynski, and Karolyn Sanders. Dr. John Conn is on the piano. Miss Eick, juniors, and sophomore class treasurer.

Chairman lists the Marian congress, the Booster club, Alumni officers, officers of the Student Senate and the college classes, officers of the Friends of the Library and of the college Territorial, members of the administrative staff and other persons connected directly with the college.

Graduates from St. Joseph's Seminar

Born in Bay City on Oct. 30, 1960, Monsignor attended St. Isidore and St. James schools there before beginning his higher education at St. Joseph's seminary, Grand Rapids, in 1921. From there he went to the Pontifical Urban College in Rome to do his philosophical and psychological training at the Subpontine seminary.

After ordination in 1947 Monsignor was appointed to the Holy See in 1949, to the apostolic diplomatic service in Canada, to the faithful of the Holy Name Province and to the office of Provincial Minister of the Congregation of the Holy Name. After a long missionary assignment he was again in Rome for six years before his return to the United States as Provincial Minister and later as Provincial of the Congregation. Monsignor was made an auxiliary bishop of the Archdiocese of Chicago in 1957 and served as vicar general for nine years. Since 1967, Monsignor has been a member of the Congregation of the Holy Name Province. In Chicago he served for many years as pastor of St. Gabriel's, Chicago and as a member of the Grand Rapids chapter of the Holy Name Province. Since 1948, Monsignor has been a member of the Grand Rapids Diocesan College Board of Trustees. He is also a member of the Catholic University of America and of the Holy Name Province.
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Editor:

I read with amused interest a recent unsigned article in the Aquinas Herald, “Expand Athletics? Perhaps but for Sounder Reasons.”

The two things questioned in the article were athletics’ ability to develop leadership and its contribution to the development of the “whole man.” The fact that athletics and physical education are represented in the curriculum and the fact that a physical education department is required by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools shows that the value of athletics is recognized.

I’ll bet my bottom dollar that it was not anyone who majored or minored in physical education. If I had a tummy ache I wouldn’t go to a plumber, and if one of my molars were aching I wouldn’t go to a dentist with a hammer; I wouldn’t go to a hardware dealer. I think the opinion contained in the article is questionable and I doubt very much the competence of the writer.

Every phase of learning assists in the development of leadership whether it be in science, the arts, or physical education. However, not all students become leaders and certainly not all who participate in athletics become leaders in their field. In competitive athletics most good coaches teach the boys to be in good team spirit and in team sports to contribute to the best interests of the squad. We endeavor to teach the boys to play the game according to the rules, to adjust to adverse conditions, to work together, to show a marked sense of responsibility, of self sacrifice to obtain desired goals, to gain the respect of others, to show the ability to think and think quickly and under pressure.

Not all our young men who participate in sports become captains of their teams but those who do become good captains and good leadership. Not all who participate learn the true value of playing sports, the value of their team’s cooperation, the value of their own contribution, the value of their team’s contribution. We must be realistic. I am not building a competitive atmosphere not precisely scholastic, in the true educational sense of the word. We must be realistic.

St. Catherine Embodies Dominican Tertiary Ideal

Since today is the feast of St. Catherine it recalls to us once more the spirit of this Patroness of Dominican Tertians.

“I desire to become more closely united to the Church through charity towards my neighbor.” These are the words of our Lord to St. Catherine of Siena directing her in work as a Dominican tertiary. At the age of sixteen, St. Catherine, a childless widow who lived in a world of some religious enthusiasm which makes any obstacle seem surmountable.

The most prominent effect of spring is hypoglycemia or spring fever, which is a rare chance to do some things which will be quite disruptive except that spring fever is not a great thing in regularly as it makes all any obstacle seem surmountable.

Some foolish people think that they can avoid spring fever because it may interfere with more so-called weighty matters. They can’t. Sooner or later they must give in. The long months of the school year end on a high note and we are left a legacy of a man of whom it may truly be said, “He is the embodiment of the spirit of the Father of the country.”

St. Catherine is hard to define. Success will have come when I shall have accomplished my life’s work and I hope to advance. Then I plan to graduate and get a certificate in physiology in its cups.

I have no ambition in the business world, but I plan to accomplish it will be by working with others and I think the only way I will accomplish it will be by working with others.

Charles Bodnik: Future success cannot be measured in the number of goals that we have established and hope to attain or in any ideals that we plan to adhere to. Success will be accomplished by truly living each day and making this life’s work and success. Success will be ours each day we advance our total effort is whatsoever each day brings.

Sandra Thompson: Success to me means: to graduate, to graduate with a creditable living, to be a credit to God, my parents, society, and myself — and raise a family of future “successors.”

Robert Niedzielski: Success and enjoyment mean to me will depend on an existence abundant but well balanced in things spiritual and material. A happy home with happy children in it, a position in industrial research, and more time to enjoy good books and music. These are the things that I feel will contribute much to my future success and happiness.

Kathleen Harmon: For me to spend a lifetime on this planet of ours is quite an undertaking, I hope to do as much as I can — and be successful. To be successful is “succefulness” even of a more “succefulness.”

Happily, strong, at times bitterly alone, the successful man accepts life as no one else ever accepts life. He reaches for his most magnificent love affair which gives meaning to all life.

Robert Orss: Success to me is neither hard nor easy. I want to graduate and get a certificate in physiology. Success and personal happiness will be my reward. To be successful with those who are unfortunate and physically disabled. Happiness can be found in working with others and the only way I will accomplish it will be by working with others.

Charles Bodnik: Future success cannot be measured in the number of goals that we have established and hope to attain or in any ideals that we plan to adhere to. Success will be accomplished by truly living each day and making this life’s work and success. Success will be ours each day we advance our total effort is whatsoever each day brings.

Sandra Thompson: Success to me means: to graduate, to graduate with a creditable living, to be a credit to God, my parents, society, and myself — and raise a family of future “successors.”

Robert Niedzielski: Success and enjoyment mean to me will depend on an existence abundant but well balanced in things spiritual and material. A happy home with happy children in it, a position in industrial research, and more time to enjoy good books and music. These are the things that I feel will contribute much to my future success and happiness.

Kathleen Harmon: For me to spend a lifetime on this planet of ours is quite an undertaking, I hope to do as much as I can — and be successful. To be successful is “succefulness” even of a more “succefulness.”

Happily, strong, at times bitterly alone, the successful man accepts life as no one else ever accepts life. He reaches for his most magnificent love affair which gives meaning to all life.
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Charles Bodnik: Future success cannot be measured in the number of goals that we have established and hope to attain or in any ideals that we plan to adhere to. Success will be accomplished by truly living each day and making this life’s work and success. Success will be ours each day we advance our total effort is whatsoever each day brings.

Sandra Thompson: Success to me means: to graduate, to graduate with a creditable living, to be a credit to God, my parents, society, and myself — and raise a family of future “successors.”
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Charles Bodnik: Future success cannot be measured in the number of goals that we have established and hope to attain or in any ideals that we plan to adhere to. Success will be accomplished by truly living each day and making this life’s work and success. Success will be ours each day we advance our total effort is whatsoever each day brings.

Sandra Thompson: Success to me means: to graduate, to graduate with a creditable living, to be a credit to God, my parents, society, and myself — and raise a family of future “successors.”

Robert Niedzielski: Success and enjoyment mean to me will depend on an existence abundant but well balanced in things spiritual and material. A happy home with happy children in it, a position in industrial research, and more time to enjoy good books and music. These are the things that I feel will contribute much to my future success and happiness.

Kathleen Harmon: For me to spend a lifetime on this planet of ours is quite an undertaking, I hope to do as much as I can — and be successful. To be successful is “succefulness” even of a more “succefulness.”
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Alumni, Newcomers Sign To Augment '58-'59 Faculty


Robert G. Pumphord, B.S. from

P rexy Features Japan In Library Travologue

Mrs. Katherine Van Steenberg, president of the Friends of the Aquinas Library, will lecture in Japan, May 26, at 8 p.m. in the recital hall. The faculty are cordially invited to attend.

At the suggestion of the Rev. Paul Louis, an Alverno parishioner, Mrs. Judy Towler, has donated a daggar engraved with African characters and used in the Boer War. These and other articles may be seen in the Rare Book and Museum Room of the library.

Carl Brunn Chairmen 7th Annual May Fete

Alumni and their children will gather at Aquinas for the seventh annual May Fete on Sunday, May 4, from 2 to 5 p.m. Chairman Carl Brunn announced that this year will feature a derelict daggar engraved with African characters and used in the Boer War. These and other articles may be seen in the Rare Book and Museum Room of the library.

Joel Bemaciak

Editor's Mailbag

Dear Mr. Null:

1. As I specifically stated in my second sentence, the article was written to call attention to the ad

2. In my article I stated: "There are still others who have thus far

3. Until schools invent forms of

Joel Bemaciak

Announcement of winners in the Herald arts and sciences contest has been postponed until May because of unforeseen complications in judging.

Dave Hanko, the Prince Matcha-belli of the biology world, was born David Hankos but very early assumed the task of teaching the police. Or at least that's the story he gives.

Dave, a senior from Grand Rapids, works part-time at the Soil Conservation Service. "I've never been on a farm," says Dave, "but I don't know about farming now that's worth knowing and vice-versa."

If the world must know his likes, one of them is pizza, especially for breakfast. He is fascinated by shiny stones, birds building nests, pretty gits, Gilbert and Sullivan, tick-tacks and the Democratic Party. And his dislikes — "Unlike all previous expressers of dislikes in this column, I don't like that other me, and the things that do bother me are war, poverty, disease, crime, Republicans and Detroit (could be a great city—if the city ever decides to build one)."

He has a number of hobbies but lists record collecting and music in general as the only ones he has much time for now. Dave was on the swimming team at Catholic Central and is now a Red Cross swimming instructor and has worked as a lifeguard at a beach. Small wonder that he names swimming as his favorite sport.

His ambition is to work as a salesman for a pharmaceutical firm.

Having served for two terms as president of the German club, Dave feels qualified to offer a bit of advice to the new crop of members and to the rest of the student body: "All professors are wonderful. One added to another is a fraction. So, if you must have a motto for the year, make it, 'Don't keep cool on Newcastle.' It hasn't yet proved me wrong or done me any good.
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CUSTO M HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
Baseball ‘9’ Wallops Calvin, Bows to JC in Early Tests

Aquinas 16, Calvin 5

Steady pitching from Gene Ward and Dick Erhardt backed by a hit bit attack enabled the baseball team to start the new season in a winning manner. The Tommies swept arch rival Calvin 16-5, April 17. Hits by Bob Hlatin, Tom Hoffman and Jay Mydlicz coupled with a three base error gave the Tommies a three run lead in the second inning. They picked two more in the second inning by breaking out for 5 run rallies in the fourth and fifth innings. A hit steals, a base on ball in front of hits by Kon Gilbo and Bill Sebas- tian, and a hit by Bill Sebas- tian led to the fourth inning uprising. In the fifth, hits by Ward, Gordy Carlinen and Hoffman were bunched around three walks to give the Tommies a 5-2 lead.

With 6 hits in innings, giving way 2 runs and 6 hits, Erhardt pitched the rest of the way, yielding Calvin’s final runs.

J.C. 6, Aquinas 3

A wildly disputed play in the bottom of the ninth gave Junior college the deciding run in their 6-5 victory April 22 at Richmond Park.

With runners on first and third and one out, JC catcher, Mike Sawall fielded to right field. Bud Crampton pulled the ball down and fired to first to double the runner there. The runner on third was ruled home with the winning run at the same time and the umpire behind the plate allowed his run to stand up as he claimed the runner reached home before the third out was made at first base. The de- cision led to a hot dispute which prompted Coach Null to protest the game.

In the eighth JC had pulled even with a 3 run rally that wiped out a 2-lead Aquinas had gained in the seventh inning. JC was aided by four walks, and an error that managed only 1 hit in the rally. Dick Erhardt had pitched steady ball till then and had the home club eating out of his hand. Gene Ward came on to halt the rally. Aquinas jumped to a 2 run lead in the first inning on a double by Bill Sebastian, a walk to Blon- din and a run producing single by Tom Hoffman along with an error by the pitcher. JC came back with single runs in the third and fifth to tie it up.

In the seventh, run producing singles by Hoffman and Tom Fray­ ley, and a sacrifice fly by Bal- lidina brought home the winning run.

Ed Kellbel fired to first to double the runner racing home with the winning run to start the new season in a winning manner. The Tommies swept arch rival Calvin 16-5, April 17. Hits by Bob Hlatin, Tom Hoffman and Jay Mydlicz coupled with a three base error gave the Tommies a three run lead in the second inning. They picked two more in the second inning by breaking out for 5 run rallies in the fourth and fifth innings. A hit steals, a base on ball in front of hits by Kon Gilbo and Bill Sebas- tian, and a hit by Bill Sebas- tian led to the fourth inning uprising. In the fifth, hits by Ward, Gordy Carlinen and Hoffman were bunched around three walks to give the Tommies a 5-2 lead.

With 6 hits in innings, giving way 2 runs and 6 hits, Erhardt pitched the rest of the way, yielding Calvin’s final runs.

J.C. 6, Aquinas 3

A wildly disputed play in the bottom of the ninth gave Junior college the deciding run in their 6-5 victory April 22 at Richmond Park.

With runners on first and third and one out, JC catcher, Mike Sawall fielded to right field. Bud Crampton pulled the ball down and fired to first to double the runner there. The runner on third was ruled home with the winning run at the same time and the umpire behind the plate allowed his run to stand up as he claimed the runner reached home before the third out was made at first base. The de- cision led to a hot dispute which prompted Coach Null to protest the game.

In the eighth JC had pulled even with a 3 run rally that wiped out a 2-lead Aquinas had gained in the seventh inning. JC was aided by four walks, and an error that managed only 1 hit in the rally. Dick Erhardt had pitched steady ball till then and had the home club eating out of his hand. Gene Ward came on to halt the rally. Aquinas jumped to a 2 run lead in the first inning on a double by Bill Sebastian, a walk to Blon- din and a run producing single by Tom Hoffman along with an error by the pitcher. JC came back with single runs in the third and fifth to tie it up.

In the seventh, run producing singles by Hoffman and Tom Fray­ ley, and a sacrifice fly by Bal- lidina brought home the winning run.

Ed Kellbel fired to first to double the runner racing home with the winning run.

Girls Triumph Over Calvin, Schedule Rematch May 3

Calvin college will provide the opposition for the women’s tennis team at a Franklin park match at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 3. Team members include returning Agnes Eck, Joan Gamm, Susan Hanrahan, Mary Agnes McCoy, June Martin, Roberta Orr, Ann Devine, and Joyce Kerwin.

Women’s tennis team members, Judy Martin, Jane Martin, Joan Gamm, Miss Wozniak were doubles winners. June Martin, Mary Ann Ellis, and Judy Martin and Mary Wozniak were doubles runners-up. Miss Wozniak availed her way to a singles win and then teamed with Mary Ann Ellis in a doubles victory as the Tommies lost 7-2 to Hope college in Holland on April 18.

With runners on first and third and one out, JC catcher, Mike Sawall fielded to right field. Bud Crampton pulled the ball down and fired to first to double the runner there. The runner on third was ruled home with the winning run at the same time and the umpire behind the plate allowed his run to stand up as he claimed the runner reached home before the third out was made at first base. The de- cision led to a hot dispute which prompted Coach Null to protest the game.

In the eighth JC had pulled even with a 3 run rally that wiped out a 2-lead Aquinas had gained in the seventh inning. JC was aided by four walks, and an error that managed only 1 hit in the rally. Dick Erhardt had pitched steady ball till then and had the home club eating out of his hand. Gene Ward came on to halt the rally. Aquinas jumped to a 2 run lead in the first inning on a double by Bill Sebastian, a walk to Blon- din and a run producing single by Tom Hoffman along with an error by the pitcher. JC came back with single runs in the third and fifth to tie it up.

In the seventh, run producing singles by Hoffman and Tom Fray­ ley, and a sacrifice fly by Bal- lidina brought home the winning run.

Ed Kellbel fired to first to double the runner racing home with the winning run.

With runners on first and third and one out, JC catcher, Mike Sawall fielded to right field. Bud Crampton pulled the ball down and fired to first to double the runner there. The runner on third was ruled home with the winning run at the same time and the umpire behind the plate allowed his run to stand up as he claimed the runner reached home before the third out was made at first base. The de- cision led to a hot dispute which prompted Coach Null to protest the game.

In the eighth JC had pulled even with a 3 run rally that wiped out a 2-lead Aquinas had gained in the seventh inning. JC was aided by four walks, and an error that managed only 1 hit in the rally. Dick Erhardt had pitched steady ball till then and had the home club eating out of his hand. Gene Ward came on to halt the rally. Aquinas jumped to a 2 run lead in the first inning on a double by Bill Sebastian, a walk to Blon- din and a run producing single by Tom Hoffman along with an error by the pitcher. JC came back with single runs in the third and fifth to tie it up.

In the seventh, run producing singles by Hoffman and Tom Fray­ ley, and a sacrifice fly by Bal- lidina brought home the winning run.

Ed Kellbel fired to first to double the runner racing home with the winning run.

Anachronism?

Not really. ‘Cause if Cole had been around in Caesar’s day, Caesar would have treated himself to the sparkling good taste, the welcome lift of Coke! Not only treat, but a god-like delirium to the taste buds. And the perfect prelude to the day’s fare—a refreshing, cooling Coke! Coke—first the prime favorite in over 100 countries today!...